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Trepper played a crucial role in the Rote Kapelle related history.
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KV 2/1500 & 1501 on Kopkow
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KV 2/1501 on Richter

By Arthur O. Bauer

Trepper Leopold
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14.2.48.

Extracts from copies of papers discovered by Abwehr agents at the Paris address of
Henri Robinson men. Trepper.
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PF 68258 Trepper
Original in SF 422/General/3 (AOB, file no longer existing)
Receipt date 31.1.50
No. 10 DC.
Appendix A to SIR 80
Top Secret
BAOR 15.
12 Dec 49
Karl Heinrich Gagel @ Schwarz
Leopold Trepper.
@ „Grand Chef“, @ Adam Milker @ Jean Gilbert etc. etc..
General.
Subject (Gagel) has little first-hand information about Trepper, but, by reason of his contacts
with other member of the network, and his close relation with Pannwitz, he has come to
possess considerable second-hand information about him. It will be recalled that Subject
joined the Sonderkommando ‘Rote Kapelle’ in Mar 43, and, as Trepper had been arrested in
Dec 42, the main work of interrogation had already been done. Subject did, however, see
him, by chance in Dec 42 or Jan 43, when he (Subject) was escorting John Amery. He visited
the office in the Rue des Saussaies, and met “Grand Chef”(which is the only name by which
Subject knows Trepper), being brought from his cell to interrogation. Trepper was hooded,
being brought from his cell to interrogation. Trepper was hooded, and the accompanying
official, who was either Richter or Schwab, said that he was the most important prisoner of
the Kommando.
When Subject joined the Sonderkommando, claimed the “honour” of having arrested
Trepper. According to Voss, an earlier prisoner had told the Sonderkommando of the
existence of Trepper, and given a description of him. This prisoner also knew that Trepper’s
dentist lived in a certain quarter of Paris. The Sonderkommando was able to find the dentist,
and, through him, Trepper (who was apparently quite cool when arrested, and congratulated
his captors on their skill). During this period, i.e. March 43 onwards, the precaution against
Trepper’s identity being known became less strictly observed, and eventually were abandoned
altogether. Subject often conversed with Trepper on artistic subjects. His interrogation was
at that time practically concluded, and had been carried out by Voss, assisted by Reiser and
Berg. Nobody in the Kommando thought that Voss had discovered that immediately after
Trepper’s arrest, the latter had declared himself ready to collaborate with the Germans, and
had given the names and addresses of most of the members of his own network. He went so
far as to instruct other prisoners, who had been arrested as a result of his denunciation and had
then proved stiff-necked from the German point of view, to tell all they knew about the
Germans. “Petit André” (Hillel Katz @ André Dubois) fell into the latter category.
Trepper was incarcerated at first on the 3rd floor of the office in the Rue des
Sausasaies, in room 2, separated by a wall from room 3, in which Sukolov (Kent) was later
imprisoned. They were not confronted, and had little contact; they even betrayed a strong
antipathy towards each other. (There are several indications that Sukolov and Trapper were at
variance with each, one reason for which was that Sukolov’s amour proper had been hurt by
Trepper’s treated with greater respect than he.)
Trepper was given as many privileges as possible, and was allowed to take one walk
daily, usually in the garden of the building, but occasionally he was allowed to go into the
town to buy necessities. Reiser had given standing instructions that, on such occasions,
Trepper should be accompanied by at least two members of the Kdo., usually Berg and
Subject (=Gagel/Gagl), as Berg spoke no French. Subject recalls that on one occasion
Trepper wished to speak to a Rumanian woman to obtain an address
↓
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From her to give to Reiser. He attempted to persuade his guards to let him talk to the woman
alone, but Subject accompanied him nevertheless. Trepper was unsuccessful in obtaining the
address from herm but when they parted she gave Trepper sweets for his wife and children.
At that time the Kdo. Had no knowledge of the Georgia de Winter’s existence, and assumed
that the sweets were for the wife and children in Russia, therefore no report was submitted on
the affair. (Later on after Trepper’s escape, berg tried to find this Rumanian woman again,
and it was then found that she had been sent to a Concentration Camp in Germany, being
Jewess. She was interrogated by concentration camp authorities, on Reiser’s briefing, but
nothing came out of it.)
On one occasion Trepper was successful in persuading his guards (Berg and Subject
(Gagel/Gagl) to allow him to hand in his dirty linen himself to a laundry whilst they waited
outside, Later, after the capture of Georgina de Winter, it was established that on this occasion
Trepper had smuggled to the owner of the laundry a letter for onward transmission to
Georgina. The letter had never been delivered to Georgina at Le Visinet, as Trepper had
given the wrong house-number in the address. Georgina had been told of the circumstances
by Trepper afterwards.
The Sonderkommando was of the opinion at the beginning that Moscow at first knew
nothing of his arrest, but later began to believe that information must have been passed to
Moscow about them, possibly through the Communist party, with which Trepper had
numerous contacts. Reiser wanted Trepper to give up members of the Communist party also,
and for this purpose Trepper and his guards often went on Sunday mornings to the suburb of
Reuil, to keep previously arranged rendezvous with members of the Communist Party.
Nobody ever came to these meetings, and later it was assumed that Trepper had been able to
indicate by sings to his contact that he should not appear. This would have been quite
feasible, as his guards always remained as unobtrusively as possible at some distance from
Trepper.
Trepper’s playbacks with Moscow were only briefly interrupted by his arrest. The
Radio communications to and from Moscow were always discussed by Reiser and Trepper
together, and this agave rise to numerous differences of opinion. Trepper very often not agree
with what Reiser intended to do, but nevertheless Reiser always forced his own opinion
through. Trepper’s communications were always addressed to “Director”(believed to be a
Soviet General) and were signed “Otto”. They were usually in French. Messages were
enciphered and deciphered at first by Dr. Lenz (AOB, in some files named Lentz) and later by
Dr. Kurfürst, both of whom had been lent to the Kdo by Ast Paris (AOB, correctly it should
be: Alst Paris) All outgoing messages had to be approved by Berlin, which gave rise to
unwelcome delays occasionally.
Trepper’s Escape.
This took place in Aug 43, when Trepper had been moved from the Rue des Saussaies
to a safe house belonging to Bömelburg (Boemelburg) (40 Bvd Victor Hugo, Neuilly, Paris?).
Berg occasionally broke the rule that Trepper should always have two escorts on walks, and
accompanied Trepper alone. On one of these occasions he took Trepper to a large shop, the
Pharmacie Baillie, near the railway station at St. Lazare. As the two men were walking up the
stairs a crowd of people came toward them; in the confusion Berg lost sight of Trepper, and in
spite of intensive searching, could not be find him again. At this period Reiser was in the
process of handing over to Pannwitz, but had not yet completed the handover. To everyone’s
astonishment Berg was not punished of his breach of orders. (NB: Karl Ball has expressed
the opinion that Berg had more to do with Trepper’s escape that he admitted. As it is believed
that berg is now in British employment, this possibility is interesting.)
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Trepper sent two letters to Pannwitz after his escape. In the first letter he apologised
for his escape, which he said was against his will, promised to return, and begged that no
attempt should be made to find him. The second letter deplored that fact that in spite of his
request, search was being made for him and that this had placed him in a very uncomfortable
position. One of the letters was post-marked Besançon. When Berlin heard of Trepper’s
escape they ordered that “Petit André” and Schumacher should be brought in from
Bömelburg’s safe house and incarcerated in the prison. )”Petit André” had been given sfe
house privileges at Trepper’s own request.) Sukolov was very shaken by Trepper’s escape,
but was jubilant vis-a- vis the Germans, to whom he was able to emphasise their folly in
trusting Trepper more than they did him (Sukolov), (Subject (Gagel/Gagl) believes that it was
Sukolov who first drew the attention of the Sonderkommando to Georgina de Winter.) “Pepit
André” was interrogated and promised his life if he would give a clue to Trepper’s
whereabouts. He was able to confirm that Trepper had rented a villa for Georgina in the
neighbourhood of St. Germain. He did not know the exact address, but he did know that the
house agent lived at Sèvres. (‘Petit André” was nevertheless executed, as was Schumacher,
but the latter’s mistress, “Arlette”, was given a term of imprisonment, and Subject believes
that she may still be active). The house agent was easily found, but when the members of the
Kdo went to the villa, they found it had been vacated shortly before. Nevertheless, it was a
simple matter, by normal police methods, to find Georgina at a village near Chartres, also it
was discovered that her four-year-old child Patrick de Winter, was accommodated at a house
run by two women. The women were interrogated, and admitted that Trepper had stayed the
night there after his escape. One of them also admitted that Trepper had given her the money
to go to Besançon and post his letter from there.
It was then discovered, by methods unknown to Subject, that Trepper had gone to the
house of Mme Mai, but her house was deserted when the Kdo. went there. French
collaborators were installed in the house, and in due course Mme Mai reappeared. She was
brought to the office and interrogated, but proved extremely obstinate, and it was only after
several hours that she confessed that she had found Trepper a hideout in a Home for aged
persons near Sceaux. Trepper had ordered her to remain also in this Home. On the day of her
arrest, Trepper had asked her to go to the front of a church in Auteuil and there take his place
at a rendezvous, which had probably been made some time earlier. She had done some but
no-one had appeared; then, against the orders of Trepper, she had gone to her own house to
see that all is in order, and had there been arrested, the Kdo went immediately to the Home,
but Trepper, apparently alarmed by Mme Mai’s long delay, had left three hours earlier. Mme
Mai’s son (married to an Hungarian woman) was arrested at Nantes. From this time onwards,
in spite of the assistance of the French collaborators and of Vichy, who issued a poster with
Trepper’s description which was posted on all notice boards, no further trace of him was
found.
When Georgina was arrested, a letter signed by Antonia Lyon-Smith was found
(AOB, Gagel must have had an affair with this young lady) on her person, and thought this
letter the Kdo. was able to get on the track of Mme Spaak. Mme Spaak was arrested and was
interrogated by Pannwitz. Under the interrogation she admitted knowing Trepper, but only
his alias of M. Gilbert. She stated that M. Gilbert had called for money and valuable which
had been left with her by an individual whose name may have been Lemanov. In fact, these
goods had apparently been taken away by Lemanov before Trepper appeared. (NB: This
appears to be part of Sokol fund.) Trepper seemed very surprised that Lemanov had removed
them. Mme Spaak admitted having sheltered Trepper after his escape, but denied knowing
his then whereabouts.

↓
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Charles Spaak (Claude Spaak’s brother) had divorced his wife and was then living
with a mistress. The Sonderkommando believed that Charles Spaak’s former wife, who had
been a cinema star, was involved in the Trepper affair, but all attempts to trace her failed.
Post War.
The only intimation that Trepper may have re-visited Europe after the war is given by
Karl Ball, a former member of the Sonderkommando, who was also in prison in Paris in
1948/49, talked with Reiser, the former Head of Sdkdo, who was also in prison in Paris.
Reiser told Ball that in 1948 (AOB, still ruled by French occupational authorities)he had been
on the railway station at Karlsruhe and had there come face to face with “Grand Chef”.
Reiser told Ball that the recognition was mutual, as was shown by Trepper’s ill-concealed
start of surprise. However, no words were exchanged, and Trepper boarded a train going in
the direction of Basle (Basel, CH) It will be necessary to interrogate Reiser before assessing
how much reliance can be placed on this incident.

↓
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Please digest it all yourself. This is rather more than can be found on the web elsewhere!

Trepper, Leopold or Liebeh
Alias:
Trepper, Leiba ben Zeharyne
Mikler, Adam (cover in Belgium 1939-40)
Gilbert, Jean (cover in France 1940-42)
Ivanowski, Vladislav Ivanovich (for travel from Paris to Moscow, 1945)
De Winter
Sommer
Grand Chef
L’Oncle
Onkel Otto
Espionage:
A full account of Trepper’s functions and activities as a director of the red
Army Intelligence in Western Europe from 1936 until 1945 is contained in the
report to which this biography is attached. His movements are given below
under “History”.
In spite of the calamities which overtook Trepper’s organisation and its agents
during the German occupation of France and the Low Countries (Belgium and
The Netherlands), it has been shown that Trepper probably played a skilful
triple-cross game against his captors during 1943, and must be regarded as
potentially and extremely dangerous and useful R.U. agent, who may well be
posted again to an office of vital importance to the R.U. It is, however, perhaps
unlikely that so distinctive a figure would ever return to the territories of
Western Europe, in which he became so well-known, and he may in future
direct R.U. operations from within the bounds of the Soviet Union.
Addresses.
March, 1939/41
198, avenue Richard Neyberg, Brussels.
Rue de Gentilhomme, Paris.
94, Rue Varennes, Paris.
6, Rue Fortuny, Paris.
Autumn 1943
9, Allee de la Pepiniere, Suresnes.
Personal Particulars :
Nationality :
Polish Jew
Date of birth :
Probably 1903 or 1904, in Noviterg, Galicia. (According to the
Germans, was an Austrain Pole, born 23.2.1904, in Neumarkt, near
Zakopane, Poland). (AOB, around Krakau).
Description:
height ca 5’8’’; stocky build, with broad shoulders and big
chest; uptight carriage. Dark brown hair, brushed back; broad
forehead; raised and arched left eyebrow; prominent mole on left
cheekbone; blue eyes; thick lips; slow, pompous walk, with toes turned
out; speaks German, fluent but bad French and some English.
Documents:
In name Liebeh Trepper, Polish passport No. 30/45253 issued in
1924. In same name, Palestinian passport No. 196096, issued on
17.9.24. In name Adam Mikler, Canadian passport No. 43761, issued
in Ottawa 12.7.37, giving date of birth as 5.4.1903 in Rudki, Poland.
History:
Trepper was educated in Poland, and may have attended school
in Neumarkt.
Ca. 1921-24
Took a course at Lemberg (now Lov or Liv, in the Ukraine)
University and possibly subsequently attended the University of
Cracow (Krakau). He held Communist views from his early youth, and
probably took active part in political agitation.

1926
1928-1930
1929

1930:

1932:

1935 or 1936:
1936:
December 1936:
1937:

Autumn 1939:
Spring 1939:
May or June 1940

Summer 1941:
5.12.42:
25.12.42:

19.9.43:
January 1945:

In 1924 he obtained a Polish passport, and may have
made his way in that or the following year to Palestine (?) accompanied
by Sarah Orschitzer under alias Luba Brekson.
May have gone from Palestine to Jugoslavia (and
possibly thence to Moscow), not returning until 1928.
In Tel Aviv, where he became a militant Communist leader, and
a member of the Central Committee of the Palestine C.P.
Served a 15 days sentence of imprisonment for
participation in a illegal meeting of the International Red Aid
Organisation.
Expelled from Palestine; went via Syria to France, and
lived in Paris for some months in poverty. It may have been during this
period that he was approached by Soviet Intelligence agents and
selected as a recruit; it is, however, a possibility that Trepper was
selected as a recruit from the Polish C.P. (= Communist Party) and that
re received an intelligence mission in Palestine from the R.U. in 1925.
Went to U.S.S.R. from Paris and trained for three years
in Kums University, where he studied history and languages, and in
Intelligence training schools.
Was given the post of technical director of R.U. intelligence in
Western Europe, and returned to France.
Visited Scandinavia on short-term technical mission,
To Paris, his base until the end of 1938.
Was concerned with extensive planning and reorganisation of R.U. operations in Western-Europe, following the purge
(AOB, the trials against supposed opponents, some of which had been
triggered by German manage denunciations). Paid visits to Switzerland,
British Isles, and probably Scandinavia. He may also have reported
back to Moscow. Met Grossvogel in Brussels.
Made several visits to Brussels.
Entered Brussels as Adam Mikler, accompanied by Sarah
Orschitzer as his wife Anna Mikler.
Following the German invasion of the Low Countries, retreated to
unoccupied France (AOB, Vichy France) with Grossvogel. Probably
conferred with the Soviet Military Attaché in Vichy.
Met Robinson in Paris and agreed upon collaboration.
Arrested in Paris while visiting his dentist.
Commenced W/T transmissions to Moscow under German
control. Continued ostensibly to collaborate with the Germans
throughout the first six months of 1943.
Escaped from German custody and was assisted to go under
cover by Claude Spaak and his resistance organisation.
Embarked, as Ivanowski, by plane, flying from Paris Cairo to Moscow,
Fellow passengers included Rado and Foote. (AOB, this latter summary
sounds easy, but it was not; as Rado left the plane at Cairo and
contacted the British Embassy, but was interrogated by the Egyptian
Police, over which the British Occupational Authorities possessed no
powers. And because the Embassy had been contacted first, also M.I.5
was set aside, as this was ruled by the British Home Office since. The
plane flew not instantly towards Moscow, but landed first in Teheran)

Welcomed to Moscow by Poliakova (q.v.) who was a
colleague in the G.R.U. was known to him personally, and with whom
he had no doubt conferred in Switzerland in 1937.
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S.C. 14708

Immigration Branch
Home Office
Princeton House
271, High Holborn
July 1948

To the Immigration Officer.
Leopold Trepper or Treper
and aliases
.
Already entered in the Suspect Index, but Col. 7 should be amended to read ‘D’.

W.R. Perks,
H.M. Chief Inspector
All Ports Scotland Yard; Ministry of Labour; Passport and Permit Office; Commonwealth
Relations Office.
KV 2/2074-1, page 36
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Extract for File No.: PF 68258
Name: Trepper
SF 441-Western-Europe-2 (AOB, KV 2/137 – 140, not being available in downloadable PDF
format) receipt Date: 14.2.1948
Original from “Robinson Papers”
Extracted in: 23.6.49
Extracts from copies of papers discovered by Abwehr agents at the Paris address of
henry Robinson, Red Army Intelligence Agent, at the time of his arrest. Robinson was

Trepper’s colleague. Photostats of these papers were passed by Abwehr III F to Ast belgien,
and subsequently captured by the British.
The Robinson Papers.
In December, 1942, following the arrest of Leopold Trepper, Abwehr agents in Paris
successfully laid their hands on Henry Robinson, Trepper’s principal Colleague in a Red
Army Intelligence network (see the Case of the Red Orchestra)..
Enc. “A”. On his side, Trepper promises to explain to Hptm. Piepe, the III F (AOB,
Counter-Intelligence branch of the Abwehr) adviser, the set-up of his entire organisation in
the West. He will particularly show how to approach the Polist (Polish?) I.S. in Vichy and the
de Gaulle I.S. in Vichy. He mentioned briefly, that on the occasion of a visit, ostensibly for a
cure, to Vichy, he got to know Frau General Gamelin and other officers living there as
civilians, who were discussing the subject of airfields being prepared near the Spanish borders
for the de Gaulle Army. Details about this must be demanded from Trepper. ..
Enc. “B”. Page 12. According to Berg (AOB, Kriminalobersekretär), Trepper first
came into contact with Harry Robinson through the Soviet Military Attaché in Paris in about
1937. This is the only report we have that Trepper knew of Robinson’s existence before June
1941 ..
“B” page 14. In June 1941, after the outbreak of the Russo-German war, according to
(2), Trepper was informed by the Soviet Military Attaché in Vichy

That only one other agent was to stay behind in France as a group leader and that this was
Harry Robinson. It is implied this report that this was the first occasion on which Trepper
heard of Robinson. Trepper decided to establish contact with Robinson and a meeting was
arranged by Moscow. It took place in Sept. 1941 in Paris and co-operation between Trepper
and Robison began, which lasted until Trepper’s arrest by the Germans. On information
supplied bt Trepper, Robinson himself was arrested on 21.12.42. ..
Enc. “C” page 13. According to Wilhelm Berg, Trepper visited the U.K. five or six
times between 1937 and 1939, his last visit being probably in the summer of 1939, for the
purpose of discussing the possibility of a Red Army Intelligence network. Trepper told Berg
that he left his task uncompleted. ..
Enc. ”C”. page 32. (Note) Sommer was the name used in an Austrian passport by
Leopold Trepper in a journey from Moscow to Paris in 1936. It is said that this passport was
taken from him “by his contacts” in Paris and replaced by a further Austrian passport in the
name of Herbst. It should be noted that although Trepper seems to have taken over Robinson

and his connections in Sept, 1941, he seems to have been in Belgium at the time of this
message. (“20”(sic)?.12.40 ..
Enc. “C”. page 50. It is just possible that Marcel was Leopold Trepper who was said
by the Germans to have met Robinson in June 1941 and to have taken over direction of his
espionage work at the end of Sept. 1941 ..
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PF 68258(Trepper)PF 67736 (Spaak, not existing)

Trepper/Spaak
Date: 8.8.47
HQ Int. Div. BAOR (AOB, = British Army over the Rhine)
Extracted on 19.9.47
Extract from information by Wilhelm Berg, Gestapo Official, concerned in German
investigation into Rote Kapelle Intelligence Organisation.
“Georgina de Winter” had a child, a boy, who was sent to a kindergarten. G.Ch. was the
father of this child, and the kindergarten was known to him. After his escape he went to this
kindergarten and requested one of the people working there to get into touch with Georgina
de Winter to tell her to meet him in one of the local cafés. Both then went to an acquaintance
of Georgina. In that house G. Ch. Was able to find temporary accommodation and stayed
there for a few days. In the following days G. CH with Georgia went to look up one named
Charles Spaak at his house. From him he obtained a box, which he had given him to keep
previously. Charles Spaak was the brother of the Belgium Prime Minister, Paul Spaak.
Another brother, a writer, Claude Spaak was also living in Paris. Upon the first visit Charles
Spaak told G.CH, that he was communication with England by means of a radio station. On
the next day G.Ch. appeared again and gave Charles Spaak a message in clear text which he
was requested should be sent to England by wireless addressed to the Russian Embassy in
London. The sending of this message was undertaken by Frau Spaak. Upon instructions
from her husband she then went to

Belgium, to relatives with her children. She was arrested there and then brought to Paris,
Charles Spaak could not be traced.
“The box mentioned in the previous paragraph contained an amount of cash in dollars
and also other items of value, as well as personal documents, Georgia de Winter received
from G.Ch. enough money to be able to live for a while, and then to go to a pre-arranged
place outside Paris. She was to remain there until she received further news from him.
Besides this G.Ch. gave Georgia a written message for a Dr. de Joncker in Grenoble. She was
to go to him, in the case she did not hear more from G.Ch. for some time afterwards.
“G. Ch. In the meantime had rented a room off a friend of Georgia de Winter, and old
lady staying in a nursing home in Bourg la Reine, in order to remain under cover. This
woman’s house became known in the meantime and was occupied by members of the B.d.S..
About the middle of October 1943, this woman was arrested in her house. On the same day
the nursing home in Bourg la Reine was taken over/ G.Ch/ was, however, not there. Since
that time there has been no trace of him. Enquries made further in Grenoble did not lead to
any success.
KV 2/2074-1, pages 61 – 70

Report on Organisation “Equal”
Information obtained from the interrogation of Kriminalobersekretär (KOS) Berg of RSHA Amt IV
A2, in accordance with brief from Intelligence Division

2 May 1947

interrogation Section, 12 (Berlin) Intelligence Staff.

Transmission of Information.

Via the Russian Embassy in Paris.
According to Grand Chef the reports from the agents were collected by himself or by his
courier. These were handed over at a pre-arranged meeting place at regular intervals. Grand
Chef also knew where his agents lived so that he could get into contact with them at any
time, when it was urgently necessary. These reports, which in the Western Countries only
went through his hand, he passed onto the Russian Military Attaché in Paris, and in whose
absence to a certain person in the Russian Embassy. In Grand Chef’s absence Springer
undertook this duty. During in the war direct transmission was impossible. W/T was therefore
used.
Via the Russian Officer attached to the Russian Military Attaché in Brussels.
In 1938 Grand Chef had to report to Moscow, He stayed there some time. During his absence
a man in Belgium collected the reports from the agents. He was introduced to Kent (AOB,
Sukolov, real name: Anatoly Markovich Gurevich Ango-Saxon way of spelling) & Pascal by
the Grand Chef before his departure, It was confirmed by interrogation later that this man was
identical with the Russian officer in question attached to the Russian Military Attaché in
Brussels. Pascal & Kent both confirmed this, although at the time no great importance was
attached to this discovery. Upon Grand Chef’s return to Belgium, he received reports again as
before, but the Russian Officer was mainly responsible for this until the outbreak of the war.
Via the Komintern Transmitters.
Holland.
During the period there was a transmitter in Holland, which however could not be traced. It
worked very seldom and was very difficult to hear. According to the wireless expert it was
not functioning properly and therefore could not observed either that this station was called up
from elsewhere.
Belgium.
In Summer 1943 B.d.S. (AOB, Befehlshaber der Sicherheitsdienst) Bruessel (Brussels)
interrogated a parachutist dropped near Antwerp. He was 60 years old, an Belgian and
formerly a parson. At 30/35 years he had given up his calling and had turned to Politics. Then
he married, but his wife died leaving a son now about 20 years old, He had no other relatives
In 1935 he went with his son to Russia and remained there until 1943, when he returned to
England on a Russian warship. Both father and son had instructions to contact the Communist
Party in Belgium and sent political information to Moscow by wireless, The father was then
taken by air from England and dropped over Belgium. Found in his possession was a modern
transmitting set as well as a receiving set and a considerable sum of money, It was not known
whether the son was ever dropped in Belgium.
France.
The Communist Party in France possessed several transmitting stations, which were in
contact with Moscow and also with England. It was known that in 1942 there was one in
existence and in 1943 there were two stations both of which were in contact with England. At
the beginning of 1944 there was discovered another station in operation, working both
wavelengths, England and Moscow. These stations were definitely traced in the Spring of the
same year. As far as is known no more stations were found at the disposal of the French
Communist Party from that time onwards. There were however in 1942 4 /6 other stations
discovered in France. Which only operated in France itself. The location of these stations
were near Paris and one near Lille.

↓

England.
It was known that there was a station located in England, always in the same place, which was
in contact with France, and which could be heard quite well. This station was also in contact

with other stations. It worked on several frequencies and had different callsigns, Experts
maintained that it was definitely only one station which worked in England.
In General.
The technical programme of the Komintern demanded transmission of information by the
swiftest means possible. To this end the “OMS” was introduced (“OMS” = International
Communications Office). This organisation formed a wireless school in Moscow. In a two
year course the students learned the most modern wireless methods. Instructors from this
school were also employed to monitor the individual stations of “OMS”.
Till 1939 the Komintern had at its disposal wireless stations in all European countries,
Each group (Communist Party) had at least one station. Besides, the offices of “OMS” in the
various countries were each provided with a station.
It is also known that already before 1939 there were similar plans actually in operation
in other parts of the world for transmitting information for the Komintern.
e.g.
Palestine
near Haifa
Egypt
near Cairo
India
near Calcutta
China
near Shanghai
Brazil
In Rio de Janeiro the I.S.H. had a station (Confirmed by
a reliable source)
Every agent of the Grand Chef received a transmitting set upon being recruited. These sets
were first brought into operation during the war. Previously messages were sent by courier.
Apart from the Military Attaché in Paris dealing with them, Intourist and trade representatives
in that city were used. Subsidiary collecting agents were operated from cafés, barbers etc.
The Paris centre was also used for information emanating from England, Spain & Portugal.
Similar collecting points were also arranged in Italy & the Balkans. Most likely these
point were later equipped with radio stations. In Switzerland it was known that that during a
station was working in conjunction with Director (Moscow) sending information from Italy.
The Balkan countries were a separate entity.
The RSHA in Berlin had two representatives, Kriminalrat Winzer and Kriminalrat
Schroeder, who were employed in Spain and Portugal respectively. In Autumn 1943 it was
reported from Paris that in the neighbourhood of Lisbon a Communist transmitting station had
been unearthed (AOB, entdeckt). At the same time telegrams code, a German codebook and
other materials were found. Later it was heard that the OKW had succeeded in deciphering
the telegrams, revealing information from military nature obtained from Allied airmen, who
had landed in Portugal. The airmen talked freely, and no special means or cash was necessary
to obtain useful information. (AOB, also KO Portugal employed the same sources)
In 1942/3 there existed in Switzerland three stations (AOB, Rado’s network), which
were in constant touch with Moscow station. Through direction finding apparatus their
location were also reasonably accurately fixed/ Aenis Hanslin and Franz Schneider was well
as the Grand Chef confirmed this (AOB, they had been in German captivity). Their locations
were one: near St. Gall?, two: near Basel and three near Neufchatel in the neighbourhood of
Le Locle, he latter station situated directly on the French border was directed by an elderly
lady, who played a rather important part in the Swiss Communist Party. This station was in
communication with France and England.
The Subject (Berger) has drawn attention to the fact that Major von Wedel, chief of
the cryptology department (AOB, OKW/Chi) of the OKW and an assistant Dr. Kurfess, both
previously from Berlin, could give mere details, and indeed exhaustively, concerning the
working of the stations.
These Swiss stations were used to transmit information of political nature to the
Komintern station in Moscow and to receive instructions therefrom. The Swiss Communist
Party was responsible for working them/ Political information was also sent by this means to
France, Italy, Spain & England.

The station near Basle (Basel) came directly under the Komintern and was at the disposal of
Länderbüros for Mid-West and Southern Europe. There also existed in Switzerland an
“OMS” office, which also made use of this station.
(AOB, what is a bit strange, is, that he seemingly was not aware of the Rado channel,
conveying top secret OKH materials which weren’t older than a day or a bit more. Hans

Pescatore is giving full witness on these aspects. By the way, it has never come to light from
whom these valuable informations originated)
The third station came directly under “Director” (Moscow) and was used exclusively
for transmissions of information from agents, particularly from Italy and possible from Spain
& Portugal).
Funds.
No definite amount of money was provided for financing this spy organisation. The
amounts required were requested as the various assignments were undertaken. Of course, a
certain amount of ready cash was always available, however, but this did not amount to a
great deal. An example of this was the payment of the Belgian armourer in Brussels and the
supplying of the key to the code of the Belgian Navy.
But funds was supplied generally exclusively through Dept. III of the firm “Simexco”
(Buying and Selling agency) was formed in Brussels. This firm yielded a considerable profit.
The net amount for the year 1941/42 was about 500,000 francs (AOB, Belgian or French?)
From this sum Kent as well as Grand Chief took a considerable amount for their personal
expenses. Apart from this however there was much more cash at the disposal of the
organisation. Grand Chief mentioned that the cash amounted to as much as 8---/10,000
dollars monthly which was at his disposal. During the war period, especially about 1942 the
average amount was about 5000 dollars per quarter, which was assigned to him.
Until the outbreak of the war Grand Chef received the necessary funds through the
Russian Military Attaché in Paris, in whose absence through his representative. Grand Chef
was responsible for the spending of these funds and had to render accounts to Direktor.
After the outbreak of war and after the Russian Military Attaché had left Paris the
supply of funds was made over Switzerland. Until the end of 1941 Aenis Hanslin performed
this duty and was in constant touch with Grand Chef. From this time onwards Grand Chef
made his requests to Direktor by wireless. Direktor replied by the same means that the
required cash had been assigned to him and where, when and in what circumstances the
money was to be collected. Transfer of cash was effected in dollar currency and by means of
couriers without exception over Switzerland by the following means, The wireless message
from Direktor gave particulars not only of the amount of cash etc. but also a description of the
person, who would hand over the money, the password and any other necessary details to
ensure that the transfer was safely effected.
The cash was used for the purpose of maintaining Grand Chef and his agents together
with expenses necessary to carry out special a assignment in the course of their duties. This
included the maintenance of a social life in business circles from which information and
material were forthcoming, the buying and any special gadgets which were made use of, the
payment of rents for the three flats for Grand Chef in Paris and a villa at Sevres, where a
transmitting station could be set up in an isolated position, and also for the accommodation of
the various agents.
Money destined for Spain and Portugal was directed by means of couriers through the
same channels as the material and the instructions. The Central Committee of the communist
Party in France collected the information or cash as the case may be in whatever direction it
may have been going. Harry or Springer were next in the chain, and finally Grand Chef
himself. The link between the French Communist Party and Spain or Portugal was formed by
recruiting special couriers, who were responsible for the transmission of cash, material and
other necessities to these countries. In 1941 this connection was broken, and a new man
arrived, having been sent from Direktor. He collected information in Paris first along with
Grand Chef and then continued on to Portugal. After his departure Grand Chef knew no more
of this man. Seen after, he received instructions from Direktor mot to bother any more about
affairs in Spain and Portugal.
↓

Grand Chef’s pre-war Journeys abroad.

England.
Grand Chef stated that his journeys to England were made upon instructions from
Direktor and also from Russian Military Attaché in Paris. According to him he went to
London on three or four occasions, staying each time only a short while. While there he had
discussions with certain persons in cafés as instructed by Direktor. The discussions were
concerned with the building up of a similar organisation as was already in operation on the
Continent in the West. Grand Chef stated that he did not think that such an organisation ever
came into being, because these conversations never took place until Summer of 1939. At that
time he was twice in England and had each time met the same persons. Another meeting was
to have taken place concerning the same affairs, but he managed to avoid this. One of the
persons concerned was a Russian, who had been for a long time domiciled in England, and
the other one was an Englishman, who spoke, however, good French.
Besides these visits in 1939 Grand Chef also stated that in 1937 or 1938 he paid two
visits to England (twice he believed). That time it was in order to give an opinion on the
value of some machine part, which had been constructed there by some persons for a Russian
agency in London. It is not remembered whether this was with a weapon or a patent for
industry. (AOB, who did not remember? KOS Berg or Trepper?) In any case no significance
was attached to the fact that this matter was dealt with abroad.
On the same trip Grand Chef undertook some work for Harry Robinson (AOB, we
might encounter a “contra diction in terms”) , which also had to be done in London. This was
to ring a certain telephone number to either give his own name or that of Harry; or to ask for
Harry. (What exactly was the case the Subject (KOS Berg) cannot remember). A woman’s
voice answered, and the name Polit was mentioned, whereupon a man’s voice was heard. The
subject matter was already known to this man and a rendez-vouz was made in a local café
(AOB, Pub is more likely) or restaurant. Grand Chef passed on his instructions and received
in tern some orders for Harry. During the last part of the conversation the name Horn or
Horner (or something similar) was mentioned. Appar from this knowledge the Subject has
stated that he does not know any more particulars concerning what the Grand Chef did in
England for Harry Robinson.
Switzerland.
Grand Chef was in Switzerland on several occasions before the war. Instructions to travel in
that country were given exclusively from Direktor. The reason for these visits was the setting
up of a spy organisations in the Balkans, Austria, Czechoslovakia Greece and Italy.
Originally Grand Chef was himself to have taken over the running of these organisations, but
it fell through after he had had a personal interview with Direktor. The meetings in
Switzerland were held nevertheless so that Grand Chef could pass on his practical experience
to facilitate the development of such organisations, The persons who took part in these
conversations were Russians, Bulgarians, Roumanians, Czechs and Italians.
Scandinavia.
Similarly Grand Chef had discussions in Paris upon instructions from Direktor with a
Russian, a Swede and a Norwegian concerning the forming of a similar organisation in the
Scandinavian countries. These discussions took place in 1937/38. Grand Chef was himself in
Sweden upon Direktor’s orders in 1935/36, but not in connection with this affair. The
business in question then was concerned with a process for making steel alloys. The details
of this process originated the Swedish AM. Apparat (Abteilung für Militärpolitik der
Kommunistischen Partei) (AOB, this likely is the wording by Berg’s German version). An
expert was present in this case, and he drew attention to the fact that the process was
incomplete. After-wards the Grand Chef was successful in completing this work.
Palestine.
Grand Chef reported that after he had completed his study at the :Red
University”(Approx. 1928/30 he was required by the Komintern to go to Palestine to
undertake Communist propaganda there. The Subject is prepared to believe that this was

actually the case, but has pointed out that no proof is to hand that Grand Chef was engaged
there on espionage duties on behalf of Russia. Nevertheless taking into consideration his later
activities, the possibility of his having done so cannot be overlooked.

France.
Upon instructions fro Direktor, Grand Chef travelled to France in 1934. His mission
was to set free illegally Russians who were being held in connection with espionage activities.
In these duties he was assisted by the Russian Military Attaché. Thus he was able to establish contacts
with Russians who were being detained at that time. In this manner Grand Chef collected much
information from those he was able to assist. Worthy of mention in this connection was the sensational
abducting of a Russian general (Name forgotten by the Subject (Berg)) while being held for
interrogation purposes. It is believed that Grand Chef was concerned in this. Other activities of Grand
Chef in this country are described elsewhere in this report.
In General.
Until 1939 Grand Chef had his permanent abode in Brussels, In 1937 his wife and both
children came over from Russia to stay with him. Upon the outbreak of war the wife and children
returned to Russia along with Russians who had been employed until then in Western European
countries. Upon their departure Grand Chef made his home address in Paris, but had at the same time
keeping a small flat in Brussels for use when he later visited that city to avoid any danger which may
have arisen if he had had to stay in an hotel. Similarly he possessed also flats in Amsterdam, Lyon as
well as a bungalow in Ostend.
His trips to Belgium & Holland were for the purposes of controlling his organisation and for
discussions which his agents. Besides he also had constant contacts with personalities connected with
industry and finance etc. Through these persons it is believed he gleaned much information which he
later communicated to Direktor (Moscow). Of special note is the fact that he was in touch with a
certain scientist who had his laboratory in Grenoble (France) and who was directing research in
chemistry. In that town Grand Chef stayer with a doctor (medial) who was a close friend of his.
Kant’s Acquaintance with Harry and Kent’s Activities sine the Capitulation. (AOB, 22 June 1940, at
Compiègne).
According to the Subject, Kent (Sukolov/Anatoly Markovich Gurevich) and harry were not
known to one another either before or after the war.
After the German retreat in Autumn 1944m the Sonderkommando (Pannwitz) of the RSHA,
Amt IV A 2 was very much reduced in strength. The few that remained came under the leadership of
Kriminalrat Pannwitz and continued their work as before (AOB, in Paris) Kent was also included in
this few. (AOB, he actually formerly being prisoner, but now joining Pannwitz’s faith) in Alsace,
(exact place is not known) a station was installed, which had communication with Moscow). In Nov
1944 Pannwitz and Kent were together in Berlin for discussions regarding the continuance of the
station’s activity. On this occasion Kent along with Kriminalkommissar Rolling paid a visit to
Subjects (AOB, they visited Berg’s private address) home, during which it was learnt that the previous
would be continued and that contact would still be maintained with Moscow. Since that time the
Subject states that he has heard no more about this Sonderkommando.
Worthy of further note is however the fact that Kent had very close connections with Grete
Barcza, who gave birth to son by him in 1934. (AOB, complete nonsense! About 1939, after the
German occupation, she got with her husband a visum (using Latin grammar) for Belgium, her parents
arrived in the US. Her husband Mr Springer died about May 1940; only thereafter she encountered
Kent for the first time!) Frau Barcza (her maiden name) (See Kent’s file:
http://www.cdvandt.org/kv0202068-kent-sukolov.htm ) Frau Barcza first came to Germany in August
1944 and lived in the neighbourhood of Heidelberg. During his visit to the Subject’s flat in Berlin
Kent remarked that he was also looking up his wife while in Germany. Therefore the Subject believes
that after the dissolution of the Kommando, Kent sought this woman and that they have remained
together ever since. (AOB, not according the very facts: both Kent and Pannwitz had been once
captured in Vorarlberg region by the French and were brought to Paris, handed over to the Russian
who took them by airplane to Moscow. Both men sentenced to 20 years of hard labour. However,
Pannwitz was set free due to the Russian-German agreement, that set free all Germans still kept in
captivity in Russia in 1955. About the same time Kent was also set free)
After his removal from Brussels to Marseilles, Kent’s deputy, a salesman from Brussels,
supervised the packing up of his (Kent’s) property, furniture etc. and stored it in a storehouse near a
railway station on the East of Brussels. It was not thought that Kent would abandon this property,
especially as Kent and Barcza had previously lived a long while in that city and were in possession of
the necessary papers for living there. It is known that he was later arrested there about on the reason
for this. It is not thought that Kent would have returned to Russia. He certainly would not have left

Barcza and he could not have taken her with him, because she knew too much about his activities with
the Sonderkommando, and the son, who would be now 13 years (AOB, then his boy was born from
her late husband) old, and no doubt had seen and heard much, would also prove of a danger to him.

Harry (Henry Robinson) and Wenzel.

The Subject now confirms that Harry never had anything to do with the I.S.H. and that it was
Herman Wenzel (which he stated is the correct name) who was a member of the organisation, one
named Krebs, a ship’s engineer, being the leader of the same??
The Subject has the following information to give regarding Harry. He was born a German in
Western Germany. During the Great War (1914/1918 he stayed in Switzerland and there he met Lenin,
Trotzki and Bucharin. In that country he studied law and finished his studies in Germany afterwards,
After 1918 he was active in France for the Moscow “Zentrale der Kommunistischen
Jugendinternationale.” Later he was called upon to work for the Komintern, for which he worked in
various countries and most likely at one time as the leader of OMS. He was smart in his appearance
and spoke several languages. He had an office in Paris in the flat of Aenis Hanslin.
Concerning Wenzel, the Subject (Berg) has stated that he went under the alias Hegenbarth. He
is not quite sure of this however, but thinks that it is most likely. In any case during his stay in
Belgium, Holland and France he was in possession of several identity cards in different names, which
were given to him (Wenzel) by Grand Chef. He was born in Danzig and later in his youth held a
leading position in a Communist youth organisation. He had radical ideas and was very intelligent. In
1925/26 he attended the AM- School in Moscow and was successful in his final examination there.
Upon his return from there he became BB. Leiter (Betriebsberichtertattung) in Danzig. Following on
this he was BB. Leiter for the Bezirk Ost-und Westpreussen which included Danzig. This was until
1932. Then until 1935 he was BB. Leiter for the Industrial Bezirk of Rheinland/Westfalen.
In 1935 he was recalled to Moscow for a W/T and explosives course. In the Spanish Civil War
he commanded a battalion of the Interbrigade “Thaelmann” and after cessation of hostilities became
technical expert and instructor for wireless operators working under Grand Chef (Trepper). His alias
for this purpose was “Professor.”
Concerning his present whereabouts the subject has made the following remarks.
During his stay in Western Europe he always in a small villa in Brussels, in which also Schneider
lived. This property was bought from his funds supplied by Komintern to ensure safe accommodation
for any agent illegally working in the West. In such circumstances Wenzel became closely acquainted
with Schneider’s wife. Schneider was aware of this, but apparently no objections was raised by him.
In fact later, upon Schneider himself being transferred to Switzerland, Frau Schneider and remained in
contact with one another, and it is thought that most likely this is still the case. Wenzel spoke German,
French and Russian as well as learning English. Frau Schneider spoke English too.
Russian Officer Attached to Russian Military Attaché in Brussels and later wireless Operator to Grand
Chef.
The Russian officer mentioned by the Subject in the Preliminary Report was not identical with
the one attached to the Military Attaché in Brussels. Anton Daniloff was the name of the officer
concerned, as suggested in the brief.
The following particulars have been given regarding this officer to avoid any further
confusion. He came from Russia in 1938 and was attached to the Military Attaché in Paris (Not
Brussels as previously stated). He had been on special course for this organisation and reached France
via the Balkans. He was supposed to have been employed on office work of the same nature in the
Soviet Consulate, but according to Grand Chef described him as follows:- Because Grand Chef did
not consider that it was safe enough to forward his reports via the Military Attaché and then through
the Soviet Consulate, it was decided by the Military Attaché that simple, harmless reports would be
written between the lines of which messages in secret ink would added. The officer in question was
responsible for this, and the Subject has stressed that he is convinced that this is true. Upon outbreak
of war this officer remained behind and worked for Grand Chef as a wireless operator in Brussels until
he was arrested with the others in January 1942. By the others the Subject has meant another Russian
officer and a woman. The name of the second Russian officer was Makaroff. According to Subject all
three were afterwards interrogated by the Abwehrstelle of the Wehrmacht in Brussels and then
transferred to Germany (Gerichtsgefängnis in Essen) to wait for final judgment. He is not aware of
their fate.

↓

The only information which the Subject can give on Makaroff is came to the West in
1939 and was first of all employed in Brussels.
Concerning Grossvogel it is worthy of to note that the Subject considers definitely that the
aforementioned was identical with Springer. Grossvogel was the correct Christian name . Grossvogel
had in his possession at the time of his arrest identity cards in the name of Springer. He was married
and had a flat in Brussels. For some time he was employed as Inspector with “Fa. Roy de Kauschuk”
(Berg’s phonetics) (AOB, Kautschuk is the Indian name for latex milk the basis of Rubber) which
presumably is the same as the firm “Lei Roi du Caotschouc.” In this capacity the branches of the firm
in Antwerp and Brussels came under his control. His description was as follows:- Age 36 approx.
Height 1.82 m; Build slim; Hair black, combed straight back. Eyes: brown, wore glasses for reading,
Low forehead. Ears and nose normal. Mouth: wide. Lips: swollen. Teeth: natural, Complexion:
swallow. Well dressed. Flat feed. He was a Jew,
Theodor Bottländer and Mary Artler (Artger or Artner).
The Subject has no proof that Theodor Bottländer and Mary Artler had anything to do with
“Equal”. He has only summarised this and still believes that this may have been the case. The
following are his reasons for his assumption:- Bottländer is a German by birth, having been born in
Spremberg in the Nieder-Lausitz and speaking a Silesian dialect. By trade he was a mechanic and
fitter, but from an early age he had great interest in politics and belonged to the Communist youth
clubs. At the age of 17 years he attended the “Red University” for ten terms. He was very intelligent
abd a good organiser. After completion of his studies about 1929/30 he returned to Berlin and became
employed as a writer and propagandist for the AAK. (Arbeitsaufbruchkreis, an organ of the German
Communist Party, especially for the intellectuals.) A weekly paper of the same name was published,
which was a good source of information for BB. Apparat (Betriebsberichterstattung), because many
scientists and the like from other professions were members of this organisation.
While engaged thus, Bottländer became acquainted with Mary Artler, who was studying at the
Berlin university. In 1935/36 both of them were arrested because of illegal activities for the German
Communist Party, Shortly afterwards however both were released, having volunteered to work in
France on behalf of the Gestapo. It was alleged that their particular duty was to mix the circles of
German emigrants in France and thereby obtain information to be forwarded back tpo the reich. At
first reports were send back, but after a while they ceased. Both Bottländer and Artler disappeared.
About 1938 it was reported in the circles of the German immigrants that in France pro??were
being taken before the Communist Party Court against Theodor Bottländer on charges of having
worked for the Gestapo as an agent. The outcome of the case was not known. If this is true, then it
would be impossible for him to have been later employed by the Komintern. In any case it is not
thought that he would have gone to any of the countries in Europe where German emigrants lived after
such activities of his had been known. In England the Subject believes that this possibly was not
known, and that therefore it is most likely that that he would have gone there, particularly as Mary
Artler was English born and would in all probability have done her best to support him there. By the
English Communist Party he would, no doubt, have been received as a useful man of talent and
experience. In the meantime also by this means he might have been able to rehabilitate himself with
the Komintern.
It is pointed out once more that the whole of this surmise on the part of the Subject, although
quite possibly of some importance. He is added that both lived in Berlin under these names and that
Mary Artler definitely lived at one time in the Pariserstrasse, Wilmersdorf.
Crzybowski, Schuelbach and Schuetz.
The Subject (Berg) has carefully reconsidered these personalities and had now stated that they
were not associated with activities of “Equal.”
Grzybowski was a chemist by profession. He was first of all in the SPD and then in the USPD
(Unabhänige Sozialistische Partei Deutschlands). After 1919 he became a communist. In 1922 he
attended the first course of the AM-School in Moscow and in 1924 the second course. His sole
political activity was for AM. Apparat. For some years he was in Ressort (AOB, Section)
Spitzelabwehr and finally in Resort BB. He was also a specialist in secret inks.
↓

Schuelbach was a technician of the same sort by profession and studied in Berlin. During the
time of his studies he was a member of the Butab (Bund technischer Angestellten in Berlin), again an

organ of the Communist Party in Germany. In 1930 he came into contact with the Reichs-BB-Leiter
and thereby obtained employment as a technical expert for this organisation.
Schuetz was a qualified salesman but from the days of his youth had been active in politics,
He joined the German Communist Party in 1919 and was engaged in Spitzelabwehr from 1922 to
1933.
All three mentioned above were active for the Communist Party in the whole of the German
Reich. In 1934 Grzybowski and Schuelbach were arrested, and afterwards were persuaded to work for
the Communist department of the Gestapo. Schuetz came voluntary to work in a similar capacity for
the Gestapo, at about the same time.
Extant Connections between the “Equal” network and the U.K.
This question had already been partially answered in paragraph 3, where it has been
mentioned that the Grand Chef (Trepper) paid visits to England in 1937/38 to assess the value of a
machine part (Werkstück) which had been produced there through a person in touch with the Russian
Embassy. In connection with this the Subject has also mentioned that Harry Robinson, being until the
outbreak of the war employed with the Military Attaché in Paris, went frequently to England to bring
back patent specifications and machine parts, which would later be forwarded on to Russian via
France. The Subject (Berg) has further stated that during the war Harry was working for quite a
separate organisation, (The Subject had suggested the BB.) and that apart from receiving money from
the Grand Chef from Russia and mutual assistance occasionally, there was no connection between the
two. This however is the opinion of the Subject (KOS Berg, a former Stapo member)
Similarly it also have been mentioned that the French Communist Party was in wireless
communication with England and it is believed that the subject in this case was concerning “Equal.”
(AOB, I tend to believe that “Equal” following S.I.S. practice, concerned a kind of Double-Cross, thus
an English game versus communists or the combination Germans – Communists).
In connection with England the Subject has also mentioned the following facts:- Three days
after the escape of Grand Chef (Trepper) from Gestapo in Sept 43 in Paris, he sought the house of
Charles Spaak, the brother of Paul, the Belgian Prime Minister, who was a writer and publisher in
Paris and was also arrested in Sept. 43 but released soon after.) Charles Spaak lived in Paris and upon
Grand Chef calling upon him during his flight, he opened a steel box containing a large sum of dollars,
Belgium and French francs, documents and identity cards, which had been kept for more than eighteen
months to be used in such emergency. On the following day he requested that a wireless message be
sent to the Russian Embassy in London. The text of this message read “Alive, will soon meet, Otto.”
Charles Spaak (also a writer according the Subject) accepted the message, and it was discovered
afterwards that his wife forwarded it. Claude Spaak did not return to his house the next day and wrote
to his wife, son and daughter that they were to leave for Belgium as soon as possible to stay there with
their relatives.
Furthermore it was arranged between Charles Spaak and Grand Chef that he should seek out a
small place in Brittany and wait there until he received further news. However nothing further was
heard, and it is supposed that he crossed the Channel somehow or found a way to England via Spain
and Portugal. It is not thought possible that he went to Switzerland, as travelling facilities hither were
bad apart from the danger attached thereto when travelling by normal means. Being also a bad walker
to the Subject, it is not believed that he crossed the frontier in that manner.
The following deductions have therefore been made from his connections with Charles
Spaak:- It is probable that Grand Chef was personally known to Paul Spaak the Belgium Prime
Minister. Otherwise Charles Spaak would not have accepted the message to be sent by wireless to
England, this being too dangerous.
This acceptance gives indication of the importance of the matter or his obligingness towards his
brother. Secondly the despatch of the message from Grand Chef proves that there existed between the
Russian Embassy in London and Prime Minister Spaak some sot of liaison and this was was further
carried over to the French Communist Party through Charles Spaak. Thirdly, it is most likely that
Charles Spaak was aware of the activities of Grand Chef, but this depended upon the relations between
Grand Chef and the Belgium Prime Minister himself. However all this is merely the inference of the
Subject (Berg), which nevertheless may be of some value in studying the case.

↓

The Subject has also mentioned the fact that Harry also gave instruction to one named
Schneider to go to London on several occasions to undertake business on his behalf and at the
same time to bring over written material, (specifications, drawings etc.) which was hidden
away in hand luggage and trunks. Such materials was handed over finally with the whole case
or trunk in question. Later Schneider received this back or perhaps another case with his own
personal property in it for his use. The meeting place in London was prearranged as regards
time and place as well as passwords through Harry upon his departure. It is believed that that
material was occasionally handed over in this manner in an office near Trafalgar Square in
London. On these journeys Schneider also took his wife with him at the times.
Details about Schneider are also given by the Subject (Berg) His Christian name was
Franz. He was a Swiss subject and member of the Communist Party in that country holding
responsible post in the Zentral Kommittee. He was also at the same time acting as liaison
between France and Switzerland upon orders from the Komintern. In the course of these
duties he came into contact with Aenis Hanslin and Harry, the latter arranging for him to live
in Brussels and work for him exclusively. Thus Schneider through Harry obtained a position
in a Belgo-Swiss undertaking, which was established under the auspices of the Komintern. In
the meantime Schneider had married a Belgian woman and lived in a small villa in Brussels,
which was also bought and decorated through means of the Komintern. As mentioned
elsewhere this property was used for a safe abode and anybody engaged illegally on behalf of
the Komintern in the West.
↓

↓
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Waldemar Ozols @ Solja @ Marianne.
The Subject (KOS Berg) has started that the correct name of this man is Woldemras or
Woldemras and that he also had the names Solja Ozols and Marianna. He was born in Lithuania
(Kaunas?). He is now about 60 years old but he looks much younger than he really is. He took part in
the great war 1914/18 as a Czar officer. After the 1917 revolution he joined the Red troops. In 1922 he
returned tp Lithuania and assisted in the formation of the Lithuanian army, becoming later
Generalinspektor. Subsequently it was discovered that he then had contact with the Russian General
Staff and gave information regarding strength, weapons and that like. In 1926 this was revealed and he
was dismissed. He then went to France and from that time he was employed in Russian intelligence
attached to the Russian Military Attaché in Paris, according to Grand Chef (Trepper). During the
Spanish Civil War he served with the Red troops there as a General in charge of one of the “Roten
Brigaden.”
After the war was finished there, he returned to his former occupation in France, which only came to
an end after the departure of the Russian Military Attaché from France.
According to Grand Chef Woldemras went to England several time during the period 1935/39
during the time when he was attached to the Russian Military Attaché in Paris. The reasons for his
visits were unknown.
In 1942 Grand Chef received a wireless message from Direktor giving the address of this man
and also instructions to make use of him. After an interview it was arranged that upon receipt of
20,000 Francs monthly he would cooperate with Grand Chef. He had good connections in military and
business circles and formed a group of ten agents including a wireless operator. This group possessed
wireless transmission and receiving sets (three) but had not fixed station. The idea was to move about
frequency. As far as the Subject (KOS Berg) remembers its last position was in Summer 1944
Angres. Previously to that it was Montpellier and in Bayonne. Message from this station were
received exclusively by the station of Grand Chef located in St. Denis. Woldemras gave Kent some
plans for an invasion by the Allies on the coast of Normandy. It appeared that Woldemras had good
connections with many French officers from whom he gained much valuable information of this
nature. The plan in question was given by one of these former officers, who was then a member of the
resistance movement. The Subject was not aware whether the plan was the original or one put
together from various reports received. In any case the German OKW considered the plan to be
fantastic and did not go into the matter at all.
Regarding Woldemras’ whereabouts after France fell to the Allies, the Subject has stated that
he remained in France. He had a small house near the Place d’ Etoile (Arc de Triomphe) Paris where
he lived along with a French woman. Also he had some property in Normandy or Brittany where he
also may have gone to. He stayed there previously from the time from the time the Russian Military
Attaché left France till when he was called upon to work for Grand Chef in 1942. (End of the year)
His description according to the Subject was: height 1.70 m. Slim build, carried himself well. Hair:
full, grey going white , parted. Eyes: dark wears glasses for reading. High forehead. Face: long,
wrinkled. Complexion: fresh, healthy.
Kent and Harry.
Confronted with the question of Kent’s previous espionage activities, the Subject has declared
the Kent has nothing to do with such activities before he worked for the Grand Chef. He has also
maintained that Harry had absolutely nothing to do with Kent, as already explained in paragraph 4 of
this report. He is adamant in stating that they did not know another at all.
Upon mention of the name Sukoloff however, the Subject has had the following to add:- Kent
was not (repeat not) the same person who was identical with Sukoloff. Woldemras (mention in
paragraph 10 above) was the person who was identical with Sukoloff, which is contrary to the existing
reports on Sukoloff. The Subject appears to be quite sure of this statement has also said that Kent until
the time of the German retreat from France was in constant touch with Woldemras @ Sukoloff and
received his reports, which were then placed at the disposal of the RSHA Sonderkommando (AOB,
Pannwitz’s) Harry (Henry Robinson) had nothing to do with this affair at all.
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To make the matter clearer the Subject has given the following additional information
regarding Woldemras (Sukoloff (AOB, ??) and also Kent.
He has explained that Viktor Sokoloff must have been the name under which Woldemras went
in France. Solja us in Russian the Christian name Viktor, or at a?? name. Oskol (Ozol) has been
formed by rearranging the letters of the name Solol-off” merely being a Russian grammatical
termination. As far as can be remembered there did exist contact between Sokoloff and Harry, during
the time that the Russian Military Attaché was still in France, For what purpose this existed Grand
Chef did not know. The fact cannot however be overlooked that it was possible that this contact
existed up till the beginning of 1943 when the German Sonderkommando (RSHA) first became aware
of the existence of Harry and his activities. Kent and Woldemras(Sokoloff, as mentioned already
above, worked together under the German escort for the Sonderkommando. With few exceptions a
German official, Gagel (Gagl) by name, who had a perfect knowledge of French (AOB, he was
employed as an interpreter within the Sonderkommando) was present during conversation between
these two men. He, Gagel, was introduced to Woldemras (Sokoloff) as Kent’s assistant. Woldemras
(Sokoloff) had no knowledge of the existence of the Sonderkommando and was under the impression
that Kent was still working for the Russian Military Attaché.
Regarding kent, according to the Subject he was born in Leningrad. His age now is 35/38.
Kent himself was educated in a normal state school and later trained to be a ship’s steward, finally
working for the GPU (NKWD) on passenger ships. For this purpose he had to learn English, French,
German and Spanish. Apart from that he had also a military training and experience on warships and
submarines. Amongst other things he also special training in etiquette, W/T procedure and
construction, production and use of secret inks, explosives and fuses.
During the Spanish Civil War he saw service on a Russian submarine stationed in the
Mediterranean. Upon conclusion of this war (Spanish Civil War) he received orders to report to the
Russian Military Attaché in Paris. He crossed the Spanish frontier illegally at Perpignan and in Paris
he was introduced to Grand Chef (Trepper) from whom he received instructions to go to Belgium in
order to establish there a firm (Purchase and Sales Agency according to the Subject). To enable him to
do this he received from the Russian Military Attaché the sum of 50,000 Belgium Francs. To regulate
his own affairs he was handed a Brazilian pass (AOB, was a Paraguayan passport) pass in another
name (Not remembered by the Subject). The name of the firm was “Simex”(SIMEXCO) , as already
confirmed.
After the discovery of the Brussels radio station in January 1942 Kent was no longer safe in
that city and upon instructions from Direktor (Moscow) moved to Marseilles (AOB, then still in
unoccupied Vichy France) in order to continue his activities there. One of his duties there was to
establish a radio station, but his efforts failed because of the proximity of the mountains (AOB, ??),
and thus connection with Direktor was lacking. According to the reports from agents of Grand Chef,
Kent was arrested in December 1942, brought back to Brussels and then to Paris, where he was
engaged as described above until August 1944. Kent’s probable subsequent movements have been set
down under paragraph 4 of this report. (AOB, Marseilles had been occupied by the Germans in
November 1942, after the Allied landing in Algeria (Oran) on 8 November)
Soviet Network in Lyon Area of France.
Questioned regarding W/T transmissions from Rive de Gier, the Subject has stated that the
name is not known to him. No doubt however it was a suburb of Lyon. He was remembered that
there was located in a suburb of that city of that city a radio station of Grand Chef, which was
discovered in April 1943. At the time it was still it was still being constructed and was not in full
suse, so that no messages of any value had been intercepted.
Questioned further on this matter the Subject (Berg) has volunteered the following
information:- Shortly before the station in Lyon was discovered Grand Chef had given instructions to
a certain Schumacher to undertake the duty of forming this new link. Schumacher was born in
Germany and after completion of his education travelled a great deal/ He was a very skilled and
talented individual, experienced also in radio construction and transmission. During the Spanish Civil
War he operated with a wireless troop in one of the “Interbrigaden,” after which he came into contact
with Grand Chef in France. He spoke German, French and Spanish.
Apart from Schumacher two or three other persons were ordered to go to Lyon for the same
purpose. One of these people was a woman, the sister-in-law of a Swiss by name of Schneider, who
was living in Brussels. The other persons concerned were men, and the Subject thinks that most
probably they were Jews.
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In Lyon Grand Chef (Trepper) also had a flat and he left there a case of personal belongings.
In the presence of the Subject Grand Chef asked Schumacher what had become of these things and
whether they were still to be found in the flat.
Schumacher replied that a certain person (name forgotten by the Subject) had come to pack them up
and take them away saying that he had orders of the Grand Chef. Thereupon Grand Chef said that he
would not see them again. This episode is related because from the manner in which Grand Chef
spoke about the certain in which Gran Chef spoke about the certain person it was to be supposed that
it was a near relative in question or even his brother. Schumacher maintained always that there was a
great likeness between Grand Chef and the person who came to collect these belongings. It was also
noticed that whenever this person came into the conversation Grand Chef was very careful not to
disclose much information concerning him in contrast to when he was used to speaking about his other
agents, in whom he showed the greatest interest on order to bring them into the hands of the
Sonderkommando (RSHA).
Although the station, which Schumacher had orders to form, was never in operation, it is
believed that it was possible that a transmitting station was in operation in Lyons from the end of 1943
until the German retreat.
The work of the discovery of the Lyon stations was carried out by Kiminalobersekretär (KOS)
SS. Untersturmführer Jung and Kriminalsekretär Schwab together with assistance supplied from Ast.
Lyon of B.d.S. Frankreich. The other men concerned in the running of this station were never found,
but the Subject (Berg) believes that in this case Grand Chef (Trepper) held back information to that
end. The woman in question was to have been used as a “V”-person (AOB, Vertrauensperson). She
disappeared about three weeks alter (May 1943). Later she turned up in Brussels, was arrested and, as
the Subject was aware. Was transported to Germany.
Feys and W/T Links from Ostend.
The name Feys was not remembered by the Subject. Although he was felt that the name has
come to the knowledge at that time, but he was known in what connection. Upon mentioning Ostende
however, the Subject mentioned the following facts:- Pascal reported that there was the intention to
build a wireless station in Ostend, which would be operated by a former Belgium naval wireless
operator, with whom he had previously been in contact connection with the handing over of a wireless
code of the Belgium Navy, as well as material which had came inti his possession by this means. The
station was nevertheless not brought into action because the aperture delivered by Grand Chef was not
up to standard. After this attempt Pascal called this wireless operator to Brussels to use him elsewhere.
Before this was possible however, he was arrested there, as far as the Subject can remember in April
or May 1942. later in August of the same year when the Subject was in Brussels for the purpose of
interrogating Pascal at the German military prison, Prison de Forest in St, Gilles, approximately 1½
km, south-east of the Gare de Midi in that city, he met a Hptm. (name forgotten by the Subject) from
the Abwehrstelle in Brussels, who had interrogated the naval wireless operator in question. The
description of this operator was:- height: 1.88 m. Age: about 35 years. Broad shoulders, build: strong,
Hair: black. Eyes: dark. Complexion: fresh, dark. The Subject does not know the subsequent
whereabouts of this man, but thinks that it is possible that he was later brought to Germany.
Concerning the acquisition of the Belgium naval wireless code, The Subject had told the
following story:- In 1938 Pascal became acquainted with a Belgium Sergeant armourer in the Brussels
garrison, who for the sum of 10,000 Francs delivered the following weapons: an automatic pistol, an
ordinary rifle, a light machine gun and a heavy machine gun together with ammunition and a range
finder. This Sergeant also Pascal put in touch with another soldier in the artillery, who for monetary
consideration also delivered material such as breeches for a field gun as well as for an anti-aircraft
together with the target laying mechanism in the latter case. Apparatus for indirect shooting of
artillery was also included. This person always appeared in civilian closes and introduced Pascal to
the wireless operator in question, who subsequently handed over the Belgian wireless code. In 1940
Pascal employed this wireless operator for his own purpose. Grand Chef also used him as courier to
Spain and Portugal because he spoke these languages, In Summer 1941 this man failed to return from
Portugal. His home was in Ostend and he had at that time already served sic or eight years with the
Belgium Navy.
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The Subject in this connection has also mentioned that Kent, after the occupation of
Western Europe by the Germans, in his capacity as head of a trading concern had many
business connections with the Organisation Todt (OT) as well as with other organisations of

the German army and administration. Grand Chef (Trepper) of the German Army and other
administration.
Grand Chef also joined in subsequently, and apart from making much money thereby much
useful information was also forthcoming from the higher officers with home they came into
contact. Thus Grand Chef succeeded in making an inspection of the area of Ostend in
company with a German colonel (Obst.) and actively spent more days there, which in any
other circumstances would have been impossible.
Sending Times, Frequencies and Call-signs of W/T Transmissions of “Equal”.
The times of transmission with Moscow station took place exclusively at night
between the times of 2300 hours and 0200 hours. In the case of messages between England
and France these always took place before noon, sometimes between hours 1000 and 1200.
The Subject has no knowledge, he has stated, regarding the actual frequencies in use
between any of the stations mentioned in this report. From time to time however they changed
according to the normal rules of wireless procedure on secret links of this kind.
Similarly the call-signs changed according to plan, but the Subject (Berg) has no
technical knowledge of this nature, which is apparent so far. He has stated however that the
signal for the change of call-signs would come from Moscow itself.
Again wave-lengths were also changed from time to time, and were laid down
particular times when special wave-lengths were to be used. Grand Chef himself had a special
wave-length, which could be used every day at a particular time. He also received special
messages from Direktor destinated for England, which passed on to Harry, because he had no
direct contact in that direction himself. Harry possessed a special wave-length for
transmissions to England.
A code was also in use for enciphering and deciphering of messages. This was named
“Talmud” and was taken exclusively from literary works, from which series of letters would
be selected at random. Several were in use in German and also in French language. A cipher
expert was used from the Chiffrierabteilung of the OKW (AOB, = OKW/Chi) for this
purpose.
In General, concerning the technical wireless side of this spy organisation the Subject
has had the following to say:- Messages to England went through the Central committee of
the Communist Party in that country. If stations in the spy network failed, telegrams were
forwarded through a station of the of the French Communist Party. In this case there was a
special arrangement through Duval, who came under Springer.
Duval was the wireless technical expert of the Central Committee of the French
Communist Party. He was a Frenchman born in Marseilles. By profession he was a
mechanical fitter but he had also a political training in the French Communist organised youth
movements in which he held a leading position. Later he was an NCO, aboard a warship as
wireless operator. After being demobilised he was made technical wireless adviser. To the
French Communist Party. He immediately undertook a wide reorganisation of the technical
affairs of the Party. In this his main assistant was one named Schwarzelle (or a similar name).
This man took over the construction and development of the transmitting and
receiving sets. He had a workshop in the neighbourhood of Paris very near a place called
Longjumeau on the main road south of the city leading towards Etampes. The actual position
was about was about ten kilometres from the City. (The place Le Pocq (Pecq?) mentioned in
the existing report on Duval has not been heard of by the Subject). The workshop was
situated in a house standing alone not far from a crossroads and was fitted out with all modern
machinery which was necessary. About twenty sets were there, either completed or
semi0completed, as well as two microphones, one constructed in a car.
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Apart from this important workshop, Duval also had at his disposal six storing places situated in flats,
garages and the like in various suburbs of Paris. These places were used to store valves and other
wireless accessories, which had been collected or stolen as the case may have been by members of the
Communist Party who were employed in factories in which such parts were made.
The Subject has stated finally that Major von Wedel and Dr. Kurfess of the OKW can give
detailed information concerning W/T matters to do with “Equal”.
(AOB, following the occasions that the word “Equal” had been used, we may assume that this pointed
at communication with “Direktor in Moscow”)
Conclusion.
This report has been made strictly according to the brief from HQ. Int. Division. The
information has been given in details as supplied by the Subject. In several instances this information
does not agree with existing reports on “Equal”. It has nevertheless been recorded so that a true
estimate of the Subject can be made. It is concerned however that the Subject has answered all all
questions truthfully and to the best of his ability. His knowledge also embraces a much greater field
than is covered in this report.

W.R. Lee
Interrogation Section,
12 (Berlin) Intelligence Staff..
2 May 1947
↓

KV 2/2074-1, page 81

Subject: Leibeh Zacharia Trepper.
Defence Security Office
Palestine & Transjordan
Tel. 4651/43
DSO/P/17529/TS/P4
25 June 1946.

(AOB, please be aware that these kind of documents are running backwards in time)

A.J. Kellar Esq. (MI 5)
Box 500
Parliament Street B.O. S.W. 1
Copy to SIME (AOB, Secret Intelligence Middle East), GHQ, MEF (AOB, Middle Eat
Forces)
Please refer to your letters of 8 May 46 and 4 June 46 under ref
SF/422/Gen/3/B3a/HJS and to our DSO/P/17529/Pl of 3 May 46.
The reference in our above-quoted letter .. to an Arabic signature was an error. The
signature is in Hebrew.
Trepper disembarked from the S.S. “Asia” at Jaffa port on 21 Feb 1924, travelling on
Polish passport No. N.30/45353 issued in 1924.
The under mentioned five persons were Trepper’s associates and are still in this
country. (AOB, England or Trans Jordanian?) Of these Of these No 2 and 3 are said to have
been most intimate contacts and it is possible, therefore, that he may have been in
communication with them during his alleged sojourn in France.
Alter Lopta
Jacob Herzenstein
Pnina Feinhaus
Hanna Heifitz Sukirnik?
Perez Zagon.
Copy of personality sheet of Sara Haya Broide inclosed.
Thistletwaiter? Lieut Colonel
Defence Security Officer
(Lieut, K. Lancaster)
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KV 2/2074, page 85

Can we ever come nearer to a personality than possessing his “fingerprints” in police form?
Please digest this unique occasion! I hardly doubt that an historian can come so close to it.

KV 2/2074-2, pages 91 – 96

Extract from Preliminary Report by F.2.c. on the Case of the Red Orchestra, (Rote
Kapelle), dated 3.4.46. Appendix Personalities – Principal Characters.
Important. This Must be read in conjunction with the whole of the preliminary Report, which
is filed at 104a of SF 422/General/3 Rote Kapelle. Vol. 5.
Trepper, Leopold, or Leibe.
@ Otto
@ Mikler Adam
(Canadian Nationality)
@ Sommer.
(Austrian Nationality)
@ Herbst
(Austrian Nationality)
@ Majeris
(Luxemburg Nationality)
@ Gilbert Jean
(French Nationality)
@ Guibert
(French Nationality)
@ “the General”
@ “Grand Chef”
@ Georges

Description:
Born:
Nationality:
Height:
Hair:
Face:
Eyes:
Neck:
Characteristics:

23.0.05 in Neumarkt near Zakopane (region Krakau) (AOB, not clear)
Austrian Pole.
Heavy with broad shoulders. Upright bearing with chest thrown
out and head back.
Dark blond brushed back.
Full, Raised left eyebrow. Birth mark or mole on left
cheekbone.
Blue grey, May wear glasses.
Short and thick.
Walked slowly and pompously, with short step and toes turned out.
Carries right hand in pocket thereby raising right shoulder. Jewish
appearance and manner.

Miscellaneous:
Personality in the truest sense of the word. Good at contacting people. Captain in the Red
Army.
Could speak German which he had learned in Jewish circles in Eastern Europe. Sinister type.
Son of a commercial agent who died when Trepper was 12.
Before the war was paid by the Soviet Military Intelligence the equivalent of 350 U.S. dollars
monthly.
History:
1916-1921.
1921-1924

At a Secondary school at Neumarkt (Austrian Galicia)
In Lemberg (AOB, now Liv or Lov in the Ukraine), where he
earned his living by coaching and won a scholarship to the University.
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1925-1926

1926

1928-1929

March 1930

Later in 1930

1930-1932

Spring 1932
1932-1935

Until winter 1935-36

In Cracow (Krakau), where he worked as a
builder in a locksmith’s workshop. His shortage of money led
him to political artisan and Left Wing student circles,
Employed in a foundry in the mining
district at Kattowitz and Dombrowa, where his fellow workers
comprised real revolutionary Communist elements.
Took an active part in hunger strikes in
Dombrowa and became leader of his fellow workers for the first
time. As a result he was arrested by the Polish authorities,
imprisoned and released after 8 months. Shortly afterwards he
went to Warsaw, where he decided to emigrate to France.
Failing to get to France he went to Haifa via Brindisi and
Trieste, through the U.S. emigration organisation in Warsaw
known as Haljeas. In Haifa he was employed as a road builder
at an electrical works there. Politically active with the Arab
movement. In 1929 he was sentenced to 15 days imprisonment
by the Magistrate Court at Tel Aviv for participating in an
illegal meeting of the International Red Aid Organisation,
(SZ.1392).
He was given a choice of leaving Palestine or
taking forced residence on a British Island. He chose to leave the
country, but intended to stay on illegally and continue his
political activities. After his release, however, he realised that
the Zionists were persecuting him and that he could not hold out
without endangering his person and cause. He therefore decided
to cross the frontier into Syria and later, through the help of
prominent Arabs succeeded in reaching Marseilles.
After arrival in Marseilles he went at once to
Paris, where he lived illegally and obtained work with a
decorator.
Lived in Paris in poor circumstances and made
the acquaintance of numerous left wing intellectuals and
Communist workers and came in touch for the first time with
people connected with the Russian Intelligence.
His wife, whom he had first met in 1924in
Lemberg and who shared his political views, joined him in Paris
in 1930 after having been arrested for Communist activities in
Jaffa.
Trepper left Paris for Moscow using a Polish
passport. His wife joined him there later.
He attended Kunms University, obtaining a
diploma and studied history at Pokrowski University where he
gained a degree which fitted him for employment as a teacher.
He was also in constant touch with instructors of the R.I.S.
(Russian Intelligence Service) from whom he received training.
His wife attended Kunms University for a year and also a
language institution in order to learn French.
Taught history at a school in Moscow.
↓
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19th May 1940

May 1940

Summer 1940 (?)

August 1940
Autumn 1940

Late spring 1941

Autumn 1941
September 1941

December 1941

Made arrangements through Petroff, a Bulgarian
engineer and business contact of Grossvogel to obtain a permit
for a private car to journey through Belgium. The journey lasted
for 3 weeks and was made for the purpose of finding out what
had happened to affiliated business of “Au Roi du Caoutchouc”
and to obtain material for a report on current conditions in
Belgium and the German advance.
Forced to leave Belgium because of the Canadian
cover. Went to Paris with Grossvogel. “Au Roi du Caoutchouc”
taken by over by the Germans.
Introduced to Basil Maximowitch by Madame Erlik who
had been one of Trepper’s couriers for some time.
On instructions from Moscow Trepper
recruited Maximowitch for his work and gave him the task of
setting up his own independent group to obtain information from
White Russian and other circles,
Trepper’s family left Brussels for Moscow, via
Unoccupied France.
Became one of the directors of the firm Simex,
founded in Paris as a cover for Russian Intelligence. Grossvogel
was the first Managing Director, later being succeeded by Alfred
Corbin.
Journey abandoned owing to outbreak of Russo-German
war.
Trepper who had been told of Henry
(Harry) Robinson by the Vichy Military Attaché, asked Moscow
to arrange a meeting with Robinson.
Introduced to Anna Maximowitch by Basil, her
brother, and recruited her as an agent to organise her own group.
First meeting between Trepper and henry Robinson @
Harry in Paris with the Griotto family. Trepper on instructions
from Moscow, informed Harry that he was to act as Trepper’s
only W/T link between France and Russia.
Trepper maintained close contact with
Harry, who had good contacts with French business circles, the
French Communist Party and Russia.
Trepper, while on a to Brussels, was arrested as result of
the Makarov round-up; cleared himself and was released.
Drailly threatened to denounce Trepper,
who nevertheless continued to employ him as he had need of a
business expert.
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Excuse for the strange succession
December 1936
Summer 1937
Later in 1937

Spring 1938

App Spring 1939

Spring 1939

Sept. 1939

Trepper’s mission to France was finally decided and he
travelled to Paris on an Austrian passport.
He travelled to Moscow via Berlin on a
Luxemburg passport. Later he returned to Paris.
Travelled to Brussels to make contact with Leon
Grossvogel @ Andre (André?) whom he had previously known
in Palestine. At this time no matters of intelligence interest were
discussed.
Trepper again visited Moscow travelling on
Luxemburg papers. This visit was to discuss the establishment
of commercial firms as a cover for intelligence work. Trepper
was interviewed by Col Styga of the Military Intelligence
Service and received instructions to carry out this plan.
Trepper returned to Belgium and made
contact with Grossvogel. Without telling the latter of his
intelligence mission, Trepper agreed with him for the
establishment of anexport branch of Grossvogel’s own firm “Au
Roi du Caoutchouc”. This branch was to be known as “Le
Foreign Excellent Reincotte” and Trepper, under the name of
Adam Mikler, a Canadian, financed it with U.S. dollars sent
from Moscow.
Trepper recruited Grossvogel as an espionage agent and
appointed a M. Jaspar as Director of the export firm, which was
then sufficiently established to warrant the setting up of other
branches, chiefly in Scandinavian countries.
Trepper met Makarov @ Almo and established
him a firm in Ostend, which acted as the local agent of “Au Roi
du Caoutchouc” and was run by Frau Grossvogel, who was,
however unaware of his intelligence activities. Makarov was to
be responsible for the forging of documents, Through
Grossvogel, Trepper recruited Rajchmann, and his mistress
Malvina as a forger of documents and a cut-out respectively.
Trepper had his first meeting in Ghent
(Gent) with Fritz Kent @ Vincent Sierra
(AOB, http://www.cdvandt.org/kv0202068-kentsukolov.htm)who was then the only intending to remain a short
time in Belgium before going to Denmark.
The outbreak of war made it impossible for
Trepper to carry out his intensions of establishing firm in
Scandinavian countries.
Also owing to the war Kent’s mission to
Denmark fell through and Trepper incorporated him into the
Belgian network.
This disruption of all Trepper’s existing
links with Moscow made it necessary for him to visit the Soviet
Military Attaché in France, and from then until the outbreak of
the Russo-German was, Trepper used these diplomatic channels
to maintain his liaison with Moscow.
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Autumn 1942

June 1943

October 1943

November 1943

Germans to send a letter to Rajchmann to
this effect. Trepper, however, received news of the true state of
affairs from Herr Schneider.
Rajchmann’s arrest led to the recruitment
of Malvina as a double agent and she gave away to the Germans
the Firm Simexco, also telling them that Trepper was running a
network in France.
Through the arrest of Alfred Corbin, the Germans
discovered the name of Trepper’s dentist and arrested him there.
He at once offered to collaborate and gave details of seven
groups working in France under his direction.
These were:
(1). The Grossvogel Group in Paris.
(2). The Simex Group in Paris.
(3). The Professor (Basil Maximowitch)
Group in Paris.
(4). The Robinson Group in Paris.
(5). The Artzin (Ärtzin?) (Anna
Maximowitch) Group in Paris.
(6). The Springer Group in Lyons.
(7). The Kent Group in Marseilles,
Trepper also assisted the Germans, this
time with the help of Hillel Katz, to penetrate the French
Communist Party by means of establishing German agents in the
chocolate business owned by Rita Arnold, who had acted as an
emergency link between Trepper and the Party.
Trepper offered his services to the
Germans as a double-cross agent.
Escaped while walking with a guard, in Paris.
(AOB, this latter fact is inaccurate! In fact together with his
guard, Trepper visited a large Pharmacy and could disappear
from his guard (KOS Berg), due to the fact that the shop had
several exits) He was supplied with money and false papers by
Claude Spaak, brother of P.H. Spaak, the Belgium Foreign
Minister.
Never traced although attempt was made
to trap him by a false radio call from his mistress when she was
arrested.
The German supposed him to have joined
a British or Allied Intelligence Service.
Described in a Sonderfahndung as a dangerous
enemy agent of long standing, who had evaded arrest in Paris
and was probably attempting to get to Switzerland or Spain.
(AOB, this Fahndung was commenced on behalf of the French
Police)
Alleged to have insinuated himself into the Lafont
Organisation in Paris – French Organisation working for the
Abwehr and S.D. –and to have decamped with a number of
documents. He was still urgently sought by the Germans. Source
S.I.S. (of Britain)

Again sequence distorted

Beginning of 1942

? Beginning of 1942

? Early 1942

April 1942
May 1942

June 1942

July/August 1942

August 1942

owing to Robinson’s failure to establish a W/T link from
France and the break down of W/T communication from
Belgium. Trepper had to pass his traffic to Moscow through the
Communist Party link in France.
Employed van der Putt in Paris. She had been trained in
cipher by Kent in Belgium, and was used in the same capacity
by Trepper.
Introduced by Anna Maximowitch to Kathe
Volkner whom he recruited as an agent, and who supplied him
with blank forms, etc. from the office at the German
Kommandantur in Paris, with the connivance of her lover
Podsiadlo. Frau Giraud acted as cut-out between Trepper and
Volkner, and Hillel Katz, on Trepper’s instructions, shadowed
Volkner after her meetings with Trepper.
Trepper expressed his opinion that the
Germans were using the arrested Belgium network as a doublecross.
Trepper sent Springer to Lyons with the
instructions to lie low.
Sent Kent to Marseilles to build up a
network assisted by Grete Barcza. Furnished him with addressed
sent from Moscow to help him in this work.
Trepper established a W/T link with Moscow,
operated by Sokols (Ozols a Lithuanian).
Visited Springer in Lyons and on hearing that he
had established good relations with the U.S. Consulate and woth
former Belgium Minister of Argriculture, Balthasar, instructed
Springer to set up an new group and install a new W/T set.
Following the arrest of Sokols, Trepper resumed
his W/T traffic with Moscow via the Wenzel set in Brussels.
After receiving news of Wenzel’s arrest in
Belgium from Germaine Schneider (AOB, Wenzel would later
escape), he instructed Jernstroem, who had taken over the
Belgium group from Kent, to prepare false papers for the
remnants of the Belgium network.
Trepper was once more forced to transmit
his traffic to Moscow via the (French) Communist Party W/T
set.
First meeting between Trepper and Michel, contact of the
Communist Party link. The establishment of the W/T set at Le
Pecq was arranged at this and subsequent meetings. Madame
Giraud and later her husband acted as courier between Trepper
and Michel during these negotiations.
Trepper received word from Rajchmann that after
another German round up in the Low Countries, Jernstroem was
free but in hiding. In fact, Jernstroem had been arrested and
induced the

Here this summary stops abruptly even within a sentence.
Terminated on 14 January 2019

